Overall Stats about Summer Search Alumni

- We have nearly 4,000 alumni
- 15 Alumni on staff at Summer Search
- Multiple alumni on each of our boards
- Nearly 65% of alumni are engaged with Summer Search each year
- Alumni generated revenue exceeded $200K last year

Summer Search alumni are closing the economic equity gap, optimistic about their careers, engaged in their communities and living lives of purpose:

- Alumni reported earning a bachelor’s degree or higher (89%) at a rate nearly three times the 2017 national average (31%). (NCES)
- Alumni’s most commonly reported individual income bracket ($50,000 – $74,999) contains the average income for a sample of adults in the U.S. matched for age, race/ethnicity, gender, and education level ($74,500). (CPS)
- 80% feel ‘optimistic’ about future job opportunities, compared to the national average of 65%.
- Three times as many alumni (31%) said they work in the nonprofit sector, compared to the national average (10%). (CPS)
- 82% agreed with the statement ‘I am always looking to find my life’s purpose.’ (Alumni survey)
- 3X more likely to report well-being consistent with ‘flourishing’ compared to national sample of adults. (Keyes, C. L. M., 2005)